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ABSTRACT 
Given a matrix 
the Schur complements of A in M are the matrices of the form S = D - CUB, where 
n is a generalized inverse of A. We survey several recent characterizations of Schur 
complements, and discuss where they arose and how they are related. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 
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be in F”‘.“, the set of m x n matrices over an arbitrary field F, with 
A E F k. k and nonsingular. The classical Schur complement of A in M is the 
matrix S E F”‘- k.ll--k given by the formula 
S=D-CA-‘B. (2) 
The idea of the Schur complement matrix goes back to Sylvester (1851). It 
is well known that the entry slj of S, i = 1,. . . , m .- k, j = 1,. , n - k, is the 
minor of M determined by rows 1,. . . , k, k + i and columns 1,. . . , k, k + j, a 
property which was used by Sylvester as his definition. For a discussion of this 
and other appearances of the Schur complement matrix in the 18Ws, see [8]. 
The formula (2) was first used by Schur [26]. The term Schur complement 
was introduced by Haynsworth [16], who studied the inertia of partitioned 
Hermitian matrices. When M E C ‘I,” is Hermitian, then C = R*, and 
is also Hermitian. Albert [l] replaced A ’ in (3) by the Moore-Penrose 
inverse A + of A. 
For a nonnegative definite matrix M, Anderson [2] defined the shorted 
matrix of M (relative to the subspace of Cr( spanned by the last n - k 
standard unit vectors) to be 
i 
0 
0 (4) 
If M is the impedance matrix of a resistive n-port network, the shorted 
matrix is the impedance matrix of the network obtained by shorting the first k 
ports. 
As another application of a Schur complement formula, consider a 
quadratic form over F, 
with M E F”.” symmetric and with A nonsingular. Let 9, be 9 constrained 
by 
Ax+By=O. 
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Substituting x = - A - ‘By into (5) yields 
q, = y’( D - B’A- ‘B)y = y’Sy. 
Schur complements also have applications in statistics. If the positive 
definite symmetric matrix M E R n,n is the covariance matrix of an n-variate 
normal distribution, then S is the covariance matrix of the conditional 
distribution of y given x for vectors X, y as in (5). For details see [14] or [21]. 
In the last 15 years, many papers have been written about Schur comple- 
ments, shorted matrices, and their generalizations; see the surveys of Cottle 
[14] and Ouelette [21]. Among all these papers are a number of different 
characterizations of versions of the object under discussion. The purpose of 
this paper is to give a unified treatment of these characterizations, where they 
arose, and how they are related. 
2. CLASSICAL RESULTS 
In this section we derive some of the classical uses of the Schur comple- 
ment formula (2). First, applying Gaussian elimination (without pivoting) 
successively to the first k rows of the matrix (1) (with A nonsingular) yields 
the matrix 
Thus, the Schur complement arises naturally in discussions of Gaussian 
elimination, and in mathematical programming. Applying column operations 
to (6) to eliminate B yields 
from which several facts are clear: 
(i) Let p(M) be the rank of M; then p(M)=p(A)+p(S). 
(ii) If M is n x n, the det M = det A.det S. 
(iii) If M is n X n and nonsingular, then S is also nonsingular. 
(iv) If M is n X n and nonsingular, then using (7) to write M as a 
product of three matrices, and inverting, we obtain the formula of 
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Banachiewicz [6] for M i: 
(8) 
(v) If F = Q= and M is Hermitian, then, as noted by Haynsworth [16], 
In M = In A +In S, where In M is the inertia of M. 
(vi) If F = Q: and M is Hermitian, then M is nonnegative definite iff A 
and S are. (As noted by Albert [l], if A is singular and A ’ is replaced by 
A + in S, then M is nonnegative definite iff A and S are and the condition 
(12) below holds.) 
3. SEMICLASSICAL GENERALIZATIONS USING 
GENERALIZED INVERSES 
Given A E F h,k, the matrix a E Fk,” is a generalized incerse of A if 
AaA = A. The set of generalized inverses of A will be denoted by A(i). If 
h = k and A is nonsingular, then A - ’ is the unique generalized inverse of A. 
If A is singular, then A has many generalized inverses. If A = 0, A(‘) = F’,“. 
If A # 0, then we may write, for some nonsingular P E F”, ‘, (J E F k. ‘, 
and A’” consists of all matrices, partitioned appropriately, of the form 
thus A is characterized by A”’ (cf. Rao and Mitra [24]). If F = C, the 
Moore-Penrose inverse A+ used by Albert [l] and Anderson [2] is always a 
uniquely determined element of A”‘. 
Now let M E F”‘,” have the form (I), with A E F”.“. Extending the 
previous definition (2), the Schur complements of A in M are all the matrices 
given by the formula 
S=D-CUB, (11) 
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where a E A(‘). In general there are many Schur complements of A in M; our 
first proposition characterizes when S is unique. Sufficiency was given in 
Lemma 2.2.4(iii) of Rao and Mitra [24]; necessity in Lemma 1 of Rao, Mitra, 
and Bhimasankaram [25]. For M E F m,n, let R(M) denote the range of M in 
F *“. 
PROPOSITION 1. The Schur complement S = D - CUB is independent of 
the choice of a E A(” if and only if B = 0, or C = 0, or 
R(A)zR(B) and R(A’)2R(Ct). (12) 
Proof. The proof of Proposition 1 is easy using (9) and (10) and the fact 
that if CXB = 0 for all matrices X of appropriate size, then either C = 0 or 
B = 0. n 
Our second proposition will be very useful in later sections; it appears in 
Meyer [18], Carlson, Haynsworth, and Markham [13], and Marsaglia and 
Styan [ 171. 
PROPOSITION 2. For M partitioned as in (l), p(M) > p(A), with equality 
iff (12) holds and S = D - CaB = 0 for some (every) a E A(‘). 
Two results of this “semiclassical” era extend classical facts (i) and (iii); 
they are 
THEOREM 1 (Carlson, Haynsworth, and Markham [13]; Marsaglia and 
Styan [17]). For every a E A’“, p(M) 2 p(A)+ p(S), with equality if and 
only if 
S C(Z-aA) 
(I-AU)B 0 = P(S). (131 
THEOREM 2 (Bhimasankaram [7]; Bums, Carlson, Haynsworth, and 
Markham [lo]). Zf a E A(‘), then 
- aBs 
S 1 
(14) 
is a generalized inverse of M for every s E S”’ if and only if (13) holds. 
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We note that, under (12) (7) holds for any a E A”‘: 
(15) 
so that p(M) = p(A) + p( S ), (13) holds, and m given by (14) is a generalized 
inverse of M. Results in this period tended to involve complicated formulas, 
especially for cases of equality. If a formula involved several occurrences of a 
generalized inverse a, different choices of u E A"' might be possible for some 
or all of its occurrences. A natural setting for “clean” results in the area of 
Schur complements and shorted matrices is the set of matrices M satisfying 
(12), for which the Schur complement is unique. Included in this class are the 
matrices M with A nonsingular, and also (for F = C), as proved by Albert 
[l], the nonnegative definite Hermitian matrices. These are the two classes of 
widest application of Schur complements. 
4. THE SCHUR COMPLEMENT AND SOLUTIONS 
OF OPTIMAL RANK PROBLEMS 
Let us return to a matrix M E F"', n of the form (1) with A E F’,k. Our 
basic calculation (15) under the assumption that (12) holds can be easily 
rearranged to obtain 
with 
Now we drop the assumption that (12) holds. We shall consider all 
decompositions of M of the form 
We shall see that X = S yields a “largest” summand M,(X) of M with 
nonzero entries restricted to the (2,2) block. 
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First we ask that M,(X) have minimal rank (among all matrices X of 
appropriate size). By Proposition 2, 
P c nBX)“P(A)’ ( A 
with equality iff (12) holds and X = D - CaB = S, for any (every) a E A(‘). 
Thus if (12) holds, p(M,(X)) is minimized only by the unique Schur 
complement S. 
What if (12) does not hold? First, p(M,(X)) > p(A) for all X. To study 
this further, first let E = D - X. If A # 0, without loss of generality, we may 
use (9) to assume that 
i )I 
Z, 0 I B, 
A B= 0 OIB 
C E \ 2, 
I 
(16) 
-------l-- 
C, c2; E 
where p(Z,) = p(A). If (12) does not hold, then either B, f 0 or C, z 0. 
Assume first that B, # 0 and C, f 0. We may use (9) again to assume that 
(16) has the form 
’ 1, 0 0 I 4, B,,\ 
0 0010 0 
0 0 OiZ, 0 
C,,--6--I,:-E,, E,, 
(17) 
\ Cz., 0 0 i E,, E22 
where p( I,) = p( B,) and p(Z,) = p(C,). [If B, = 0 (C, = 0), then (16) has the 
form (17) except that the rows and columns of I, (I,) do not appear.] 
Note that, while the replacement of our original matrix M,(X) by (17) has 
been effected by changes of bases, the submatrices of (17) which replace A, 
B, C, and E are matrices of maps on the same coordinate subspaces as those 
of the submatrices they replace. 
The matrix (17) has the same rank as 
i I, 0 0 1 0 B,, 
0 0 010 0 
0 0 OIZ, 0 
--_--__--~----__- 
0 0 Z,IO 0 
\ Ca, 0 O;O E,, 
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which has rank 
B 
P(z,)+P(z,)+P i1 El2 
i i 
2 P(z,)+P(z,)+P(z,), 
21 22 
with equality iff E,, = C,,B,,. 
Note that E,,, E,,, and Ezl may be chosen arbitrarily in (17) without 
affecting its rank. Thus, there cannot be a unique X minimizing p(M,(X)). 
Using (lo), we calculate for any a E A(” 
Thus, if E = CUB, i.e., if X = D - CaB = S, we have an M,(X) of minimal 
rank. The rank of M,(S) is now seen to be independent of the choice of 
a E A”‘. 
Finally, M,(X) will have minimal rank only for X = S = D - CUB iff for 
every XI,, X2, there exist Ysr, Y,, for which 
x,2 = 42 - C,,B,, - YrxBl2, x2, = D21- C,,B,,-C,,Y,,. 
This will occur iff the columns of B,,, and the rows of Csr, are linearly 
independent, which occur iff B has full column rank and C has full row rank. 
Similar arguments in the case that B, f 0 and C, = 0 (B, = 0 and C, # 0) 
again yield similar conclusions, except that M,(X) has minimal rank only for 
X = S = D - CaB iff C has full row rank (B has full column rank). Similar 
arguments also hold in case A = 0. A simple exercise in logic now yields the 
following 
THEOREMS. For M partitioned as in (l), the rank of 
is independent of the choice of a E A’“. 
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The rank of M,(X) is minimized by X = S = D - CUB for every a E A(‘). 
The rank of M,(X) is minimized only by X = S = D - CaB for a E A(‘) iff 
R(A)zR(B) or C has full row rank 
and 
R(A’) 2 R(C’) or B has full column rank. 
There is a unique minimizing X iff (12) holds. 
The fact that a unique minimizing X exists iff (12) holds was proved by 
Mitra and Put-i [20] in a slightly more abstract setting which we shall discuss 
later. 
If M= M,+M, and p(M)=p(M,)+p(M,), we shall call M, and M, 
(singly or together) complementary summands of M. We next ask that M,(X) 
have minimal rank under the assumption that M,(X) and M,(X) are 
complementary summands of M. 
If we assume first that (12) holds, by our previous discussion, M,(S) and 
M,(S) are complementary summands. If M,(X) and M,(X) are complemen- 
tary summands for any X # S, then by Theorem 3 
and X = S is the unique matrix for which p( M2( X)) is minimal. This result 
was proved for the case in which A is nonsingular by Fiedler [15]. 
If (12) does not hold, it may occur that a Schur complement S cannot be 
found for which M,(S) and M,(S) are complementary summands of M. For 
an example, take 
M= 
1 010 0 
0 011 0 I---- I 0 1:-o--o . 0 011 0 
For this matrix M, 
and S=D-C&3=( -1y’” i), 
while the unique X minimizing p( M,( X)) among complementary summands 
of M is X = 0. 
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5. SCHUR COMPLEMENTS AND SHORTED OPERATORS 
Anderson [2] in 1971 noted that his shorted matrix depended only on the 
nonnegative definite matrix M and the subspace of C” spanned by the last 
n - k standard basis vectors. Mitra and Puri [20] and Mitra [19] gave a 
generalization of Anderson’s definition of shorted matrix for arbitrary matrices 
M E F”‘,” over an arbitrary field F and subspaces W, of F”’ and W, of F”. 
For Mitra and Puri, a shorted matrix of M relative to (W,, W,) is a matrix 
Z E F n’. n for which 
R(Z) c w,, R(Z’)c w,, (18) 
such that if U E F “‘,” satisfies R(U) c W,, R(U’) c W,, then 
P(M-U)>p(M-Z). 
The matrices M,(X) of Theorem 3 for which p( M,(X)) is minimal are 
shorted matrices of M relative to (W, = (eh+ r ,..., e,,), W, = ( fk+ ,,..., A,)), 
where e,, . . . , e,, and fi, . . . , f, are the standard bases of F ml and F” 
respectively. In Theorem 3, if the matrix X which minimizes p( iM,( X )) is 
unique, then not only is it given by the Schur complement formula, but in 
fact it is determined entirely by M, W,. and W,. In this case, the Schur 
complement of A in M depends on A only in that the A is used to identify 
W,, and W,, which are subspaces complementary to those on which A acts. 
If we let T: F” + F”’ be the linear map whose standard matrix is h-l, then 
any matrix fi of T relative to bases of the form 
g, ,..., g,,,ej,+l ,... ,e,,,, hl,...,hl;,fk+I)...)f;, 
will satisfy (12) if M does, and the Schur complement of A in 6f will be the 
Schur complement of A in M. This follows from Theorem 3, or may be 
computed directly. For example, the matrix of T relative to bases 
g,,..., glr,e,,+l,...,e,,,, f,>...>f;, 
has the form 
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with P nonsingular, and it is easy to check that 
R(A) 1 R(B) * R(PA)zR(PB), 
R(A’)zR(C’) =+ R((PA) 
and under those conditions 
(D+QB)-(C+QA)(uP-’ )’ (PB)=D-CUB. 
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The fact that, at least under (12) a Schur complement is determined 
entirely by M and the pair (W,, W,) of subspaces-and not also by a choice 
of a pair of subspaces complementary to W, and W, respectively-is worth 
some emphasis. 
It is interesting to note the very different way in which Mitra and Puri 
arrive at the uniqueness theorem mentioned in the last section. Fix a pair of 
subspaces (W,, W,). Let X E F”“P, Y E F4.l’ satisfy R(X)= W,, R(Y’)= W,. 
Form the bordered matrix 
and let G E F”’ be partitioned conformably with F’ as 
Note that, prior to this, we implicitly assumed that 
O#W,# F”‘, O#W ZF”. T (19) 
THEOREM 4 (Mitra and Puri, 1982). If F satisfies 
then the shorted matrix of M relative to (W,, W,) is unique. The condition 
(20) is also necessary for the existence of a unique shorted matrix unless 
precisely one of W, and W, is zero. 
When (20) is satisfied, C, E Y (‘) C, E X”‘, M&Y, XC,M, and XC,Y are , 
invariant under the choice of G, and the shorted matrix of M relative to 
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(W,,W,) is 
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MC,Y = XC,M = XC,Y = M - MC,M. 
The origins of the concepts employed by Mitra and Puri are statistical. 
Consider a Gauss-Markov model (Y, X,, a2M) with a possibly singular covari- 
ante matrix a2M (necessarily nonnegative definite), and with X possibly 
deficient in rank. Then the matrix 
is called the fundamental bordered matrix of linear estimation; it is used in an 
inverse partitioned matrix method of linear estimation by Rao [23]. 
We can show that (20) is equivalent to a variant of (12). To see this, first 
choose any subspaces V, of F”’ and V, of F” which are complementary to 
W,, W, respectively, i.e., for which 
F”‘=V,@W,, F” = V,@W,. 
Recall that P, E F”, n is a projection matrix if P2 = P, and that a projection 
matrix is uniquely determined by its range R( P ) and null space N( P ). Let 
P, E F”‘, “‘, P, E F”.” be projection matrices determined by 
Let 91 ,= 
R(P,)=V,, R(P,1)=V,, 
N(P,) = W,, N(P;)=W,. 
1 - P,, Qr = Z - P,, and define 
A = P,MP, , B = P,MQ,, 
C = Q,MP,, D = Q,MQr. 
We have M = A + B + C = D, and call this a projective decomposition of M. 
Now choose a basis x1,. . , x, of R(A) c V,, extend to a basis 
x,, . . . , x,, x,, 1,. . . , xl2 of V,, and extend again to a basis of F n’ using a basis 
*/,+1,...,xm of W. Similarly, choose a basis yr,. . . , y,, of R( A’) c V,, extend 
to a basis y I’. . . > Y,> Yr, 1,. ‘. 3 yk of V,, and extend to a basis of F” using a 
basis yk+r,..., Yn of WT. 
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Again let T: F” + F” be the linear map whose standard matrix is M, and 
let M be the matrix of T relative to the bases described above. For now 
assume the special case (19). We have 
where the new matrix of the map whose standard matrix is A is 
with A,, nonsingular, etc. 
We can form a basis of Fm+q with vectors 
(“d) ,...> (xgm), (fJ ,...> (ig? 
where e,,..., eq is the standard basis of Fq, and also form a basis of F”+p 
with vectors 
where f,,..., f, is the standard basis of FP. 
Let S: F”+P + F’““J be the linear map whose standard matrix is F, and 
let its matrix relative to these new bases be F: 
0 *,I 0 ’ 
0 0 B,, 0 
c,, c,, 4 Xl 
. (21) 
0 0 Y, 0 
By definition, X, has full row rank and Y, has full column rank. We have 
~(F)=p(*,,)+p(X,)+p(y,), 
P y +~(X)=p(*,,)+p(C,,)+p(X,)+p(y,), ( 1 
P(M x>+~(Y)=p(*,,)+p(*,,)+p(X,)+p(Y,), 
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and (20) holds iff p(C,,) = p( B,,) = 0, i.e., iff 
R(A) 2 R(B)> R(A') 2 R(C’). (12) 
That (20) * (12) also if 0 = W,, W, = F”‘, 0 = W,, or W, = F” is easy. This 
completes our proof that (20) is equivalent to (12) for A = P,MP,, etc. 
As (20) depends only on M, W,, and W,, we see that if (12) holds for one 
choice of V, and V,, it must hold for all such choices. 
We see also that Theorem 3 is essentially Theorem 4 in the special case 
(19). This case is the most interesting and most important, especially in terms 
of Schur complements. Except in the case (19), either B = P,MQ, = 0 or 
C = Q,MP, = 0, and S = D - CUB = D. We shall not discuss further the 
details of the other cases. 
Using the equivalence of (12) and (20), we obtain a result involving 
complementary subspaces which generalizes Theorem 2 of Anderson [2]. (See 
also Theorem 2 of Carlson [ 111 for a related result.) 
COROLLARY 2. Given M E F “‘,” and subspaces W, of F “’ and W, of F “. 
Zf (20) is satisfied, then there exists a unique decomposition M = M, + M, 
for which 
R(M,)nW,= {O}, R(M:)nW= {o}, 
R(M,) 5 W,, R( M;) CL W,. (22) 
Proof. It is easy to show that an decomposition M = M, + M, satisfying 
(22) is unique. If (20) is satisfied, we may use (15) to obtain that M is similar 
to a matrix of the form 
where S corresponds to a linear operator from W, to W and A corresponds to 
an operator from some complement V, of W, in F” to a complement V, of W, 
in F”‘. Clearly now (22) holds for matrices M,, M, similar respectively to 
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6. COMPLEMENTABLE MATRICES AND SCHUR COMPLEMENTS 
We could regard the shorted matrices of Mitra and Puri as Schur 
complement matrices which-in contrast to the original definition-are of 
the same size as the matrix M. We have seen that for A = P,MP,., etc., 
matrices which have the form S = D - CUB are all shorted matrices; and that 
there are other shorted matrices which do not fit this form. 
Ando [5] proposed a different definition of Schur complement matrices 
which have the same size as M, for n X n matrices relative to a subspace of 
C n. Mitra and Puri [20] generalized his definition to m X n matrices over C 
relative to subspaces W, of Cm and W, of C “, and claimed that their 
definition carried over to arbitrary fields. Independently, Carlson and 
Haynsworth [12] carried out the generalization to arbitrary fields. 
Ando had previously worked with projections in functional-analytic set- 
tings; in [4] he discussed conditions under which contractive projections are 
conditional expectations. In [5] Ando thinks of a subspace of Q:’ in terms of 
its unique orthogonal projection; his characterization of the Schur comple- 
ment involves an orthogonal projection and equations involving the interac- 
tion of the projection with M and other operators M, and M,. To extend his 
definition to arbitrary fields requires dealing with projections which require 
two subspaces for their determinations. The idea, as given by Carlson and 
Haynsworth, is as follows. 
Let ME F"'," be partitioned as in (1) and assume that (12) holds. For 
projections 
E F R’  “’ > P, = E F”,“, 
under (12) the matrices 
M,= ' 
i j 
0 E F "I, T)l, 
ca 0 
M = 1 aB E F"," r 
! j 0 0 
satisfy 
and then 
M,P, = M,, P,M, = M,, 
M,MPr = MP,, P,MM,=P,M, 
0 0 M,MM,=(; LB), M-M,MM,= o s . 
i j 
(23) 
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More generally, we shall allow P, E F “‘7 “’ and P, E F n, * to be arbitrary 
projection matrices. Then P, and Q1 = I - P, are complementary projections, 
as are P, and Q, = Z - P,. We say that M is (P,, P,>cmnplernentable if there 
exist M, E F”‘~“’ and M, E F”,” for which (23) holds. We say that M is 
(P,, P,)-complemented if we may take M, = P, and M, = P, in (23). In our 
example above, M is (P,, P,)-complemented if it has the form 
Under (23) the matrices 
M (p,,p ,= M,MM, = M,M = MM,, 
M,cP,,P,,= M - M,MM, = (I - M,)M(Z - M,) (24) 
are called respectively the Schur compression and Schur complement of M 
relative to (P,, P,). 
In our example above, not only are the matrices 
not unique, but there exist M, and M, not of this form satisfying (23). It turns 
out that, when defined, the Schur matrices (24) depend only on (P,, P,) and 
not on the choice of (M,, M,). This uniqueness is built into these Schur 
complements. 
If, as in the last section, we define A = P,MP,,, B = P,MQ,, C = Q,MP,, 
and D = Q,MQr, we obtain a familiar condition equivalent to (P,, P,)-comple- 
mentability. 
THEOREM 5 (Carlson and Haynsworth [ 121). The matrix M E F”‘, n is 
( P,, P, ) = complementable iff 
R(A) 2 R(B)> R(A') 2 R(C'). (12) 
Zf (12) holds, then we may choose, for any a E A(“, 
M,=(A+C)aP,, M, = P,a( A + B), (25) 
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and 
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M ,,,,,,=A+B+C+CaB, M,,,,,,=D-CaB. 
Note that 
so that, as M,cP, p , = D - CaB = S, it is the unique shorted matrix related to 
(W, = R(Q,)> + WQ:)). 
It is easy to compute that for the M,, M, of (25) we have MF = M,, 
Mf = M,, leading to 
COROLLARY 3. Zf M is (PI, P,>complementable, then it is (M,, M,)-com- 
plemented for the M,, M, of (25), and 
M (PI.P,) =M~M,,M) M,(,,.,,,=M,(,,,,,,,. r . 
Also, M is (I - M,, Z - M,)-complemented, with 
M (IbM,,I-M,) = M,(P, P )’ . r M,(Iwf,.IGM,, = M(P,,P,,. 
7. SUMMARY 
Schur complement matrices S = D - CA-‘B appeared early in the history 
of matrices in the work of Sylvester. With the rise into consciousness of 
generalized inverses in the 1960s and 1970s various results for the classical 
Schur complement were extended to the formula S = D - CaB, where a is a 
generalized inverse of A. 
More recently, these matrices have been shown to be solutions of two 
optimal rank problems, and have been given several coordinate-free char- 
acterizations. They will continue to be of use to mathematicians and users of 
mathematics as long as partitioned matrices and restrictions of linear oper- 
ators to subspaces are studied. 
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